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CPA Winter Examination
will be held during the
last week of December2010

11 attribute to become a successful man
Everyman wants to be successful
isn’t it? with everyone having the
following 11 attribute on their
characteristic, becoming a successful man is definitely not far
away.

4.

In order to realize their ideals,
they do not care about fame. They
live simple and plain, if necessary,
are often themselves several
tasks.
5.

Waqas Choudhry
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1.

Self-confidence

They generally have a strong self
-confidence, and sometimes
there are aggressive feeling.
2.

a sense of urgency

Entrepreneurs are usually very
eager to want to see the outcome of things, so someone else
will bring a lot of pressure, and
they trust "time is money, time is
efficiency," do not like not going
to put valuable time wasted on
frivolous things.
3.

down to earth

Work is not intended to make it a
little uncomfortable in the sloppy.

lofty ideals

determined

They are usually obsessed with
their own decision-making, are not
used to just listen to life on other
people. If you're in the company is
a submissive, non-throat soon as
the person, or just a company's
environment may not be liked, but
the courage to create their own
future, who resigned to become
entrepreneurs is still some distance.
6.

superhuman ability

They can from a chaotic things,
sorting out a set of logical framework. Sometimes the decisionmaking will be done depends on
intuition.
8.

the objective attitude towards interpersonal

They tend to cause a "ruthless",
"regardless of sensibilities," gives
a "fair and impartial," "matter-"
feeling.
9.

10. a healthy body
Entrepreneurs must usually be in the
"unusual time" cooking things, if you
have some kind of chronic disease, then
your business must be covered with
thorns of the way and difficult.
11.

Regional Coordinator
for Afghanistan has
been replaced.
N.W. Chaudhari has
been appointed as new
Treasurer/Member of
Executive Council of
ICPAP

extensive knowledge

Almost big and small all-knowing. That
they could grasp the overall context
matters, but also meticulous in.
Earn and try to have these 11 attitude
that successful man have. Good luck in
your journey to be a successful man.

emotional stability

They often do not visibly pleased,
and rarely in front of others complain, complain. Encounter difficulties, they are always persistent to
break through this predicament.
7.

Likes to take risks, but not blind adventure. They are happy to accept the challenge and overcome the difficulties from
the get fun.

New CPA Syllabus will
be applicable from
January-2011

likes to take challenges
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Become a Successful Leader
By: Waqas Choudhry
CPA, MBA (Finance & Supply
Chain), SAP Certified, CISA,
CSCM, CCM, M.A. Economics,
ICSP

Are you a leader just because
you run a small business? No.
But you need to be. Without
leadership, the ship that is your
small business will aimlessly
circle and eventually run out of
power or run aground.
It’s not having followers that
define leadership. Cool-headed,
farseeing, visionary, courageous
– whichever adjectives you
choose, leadership is a winning
combination of personal traits
and the ability to think and act as
a leader, a person who directs
the activities of others for the
good of all. Anyone can be a
leader, even if the only person
they’re leading is themselves.

take your
first step
towards
leadership
by creating
a Vision
Statement
for your
business

But you can’t become a leader
just by saying you are. Leadership needs to be worked at.
Transform yourself into a leader
with these five keys of leadership.
1. A leader plans
The core of leadership is being
proactive rather than reactive.
Sure, leaders are good in crises
– but that doesn’t mean they sit
around letting crises develop.
Leadership involves identifying
potential problems and solving
them before they reach crisis
proportions – and the ability to
identify and reap potential windfalls. So good leaders analyze
and plan and adapt their plans to
new circumstances and opportunities.
2. A leader has a vision
Vision is essential to good leadership. Vision provides direction
and without direction, there’s not
much point to all that planning;
your small business will still flail
about. So if you don’t have one
already, take your first step

towards leadership by creating a
Vision Statement for your business. Because it embodies your
dreams and your passions, a
vision statement will also serve
as a leadership vision.
3. A leader shares her vision
Sharing your leadership vision
helps your vision grows and your
leadership develop. As you tell
your leadership vision to others,
you will strengthen your own
belief in your vision and
strengthen your determination to
make your leadership vision
become reality. And other people
will start to see you as a person
who’s “going places”. Your leadership skills will grow as you and
other people recognize you as a
person with leadership potential.
4. A leader takes charge
At this stage of leadership, you
put together your planning and
your leadership vision and take
action. Whether it’s implementing
a specific plan to improve your
business’s bottom line or responding to a crisis, you, as the
leader, are the one who makes
the decisions and sees that the
appropriate actions are carried
out. You can’t just “talk a good
game” to be a leader; you need
to act and to be seen as taking
effective action for the good of
your small business.
5. A leader inspires through
example
If I asked you, you could easily
name three people whose leadership qualities inspire you. If I
asked you why, you’d tell me
about the things these inspiring
people did or are doing. Leadership is defined through action.
Therefore, in developing your
own leadership skills, you have to

act in ways that are fitting to
your leadership vision and your
self – all the time. We can all
name many actions of other
people whom we admire, but
what inspires us is the integrity
that gives these actions meaning.
Becoming a leader isn’t easy
because it takes a conscious
commitment and consistent
effort to develop one’s leadership skills. But on the positive
side, anyone who is willing to
make the effort can become a
good leader.
And as good leadership is critical
to business success, your efforts
to improve your leadership skills
will be amply rewarded. By working on these five keys of leadership, you can become the leader
your small business needs.
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PRACTICING MEMBER

CODE OF CONDUCT

That a sub-para (c) to para 10 of the
Articles of Association be and is added
as under:

The Code of Conduct comprising the
procedural regulations was approved
for its enforcement in execution of
the functions of the Institute.

“(C)” Practicing Member
A Fellow Member of the Institute who
has attained professional and extensive experience aggregating to at least
ten years shall be entitled to the designation of Practicing Member by obtaining License to practice as a Certified
Public Accountants (CPA), on payment
of the prescribed fee.”’

APPOINTMENT OF TREASURER
The resignation submitted by Mr. Nisar A. Aziz, Member of the Council be and is accepted
with effect from the date of resignation. The Council accorded its approval to the nomination of Mr. N.W. Chaudhari as Member of the Council as substitute of Mr. Nisar A. Aziz,
Member, from the date of his joining the Institute. Further Mr. N.W. Chaudhari was appointed on adhoc basis, as Treasurer of the Institute.

CPA EXAMINITATION

ICPAP has placed Regional
Coordinator for Afghanistan
Arif Muhammad
Regional Coordinator
Tel: +93-752021974
+93-786-227004
Email:
amuhammad1@kpmg.com

CPA Exam will be held during the last week of December-2010
Regional Coordinator for
Faisalabad (Pakistan)

NEW CPA SYLLABUS

Mr. Shahbaz Ahmed
Regional Coordinator
Tel: +92 344 77 44292
Email:
shahbazacheema@yahoo.com

New CPA Syllabus will be applicable from January-2011

ICPAP

www.icpap.com.pk

New (ICPAP) Associate Members

To be the premier business qualification in
Pakistan, comparable to the best in the world

Worldwide individuals recently admitted as Associate Members.

Membership No.

Name

Country

M-500

Usman Bin Tashfeen

KSA

M-504

Dr. Muhammad Younus Baig

KSA

M-503

Wajid Hussain

UAE

M-499

Imran Ul Haque

QATAR

M-501

Muhammad Asif

PAKISTAN

M-502

Mirza Agha Hasnain

PAKISTAN

M-505

Imran Hameed

PAKISTAN

M-506

Ahmad Jahanzeb Khan

PAKISTAN

APPROVAL OF CPA EXAMINATION RESULT HELD IN JUNE -2010
The ICPAP Council has approved
the Result of CPA Examination held
in June-2010, with the advice to
further facilitate the students by
establishing more regional coordination offices and examination
centers across the country and
abroad.
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